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symmetry breaking implies small a-terms and small tan β — the stop mass ranges from

105 to 108 GeV. In contrast with models with anomaly + gravity mediation (which also
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1 Introduction

The discovery of a Standard Model-like Higgs boson at 125 GeV marks the completion

of the Standard Model (SM) [1, 2]. At the same time, the allowed parameter space for

“natural” supersymmetric scenarios with stops beneath a TeV and decoupled first- and

second-generation squarks [3, 4] has been steadily shrinking [5–12]. If naturalness is not

the correct guiding principle for physics beyond the Standard Model, the time is ripe to

study other motivated, testable scenarios that predict new physics at the TeV scale.

Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model remain strongly motivated in the

unnatural limit. Supersymmetry is still one of the few known frameworks that renders

the Higgs mass calculable. Furthermore, accommodating the observed Higgs mass in the

context of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [13] imposes an upper

limit on stop mass of . 106 TeV [14, 15]. This bounds a scale of new physics in supersym-

metric theories. Likewise, the successful prediction of gauge coupling unification within

the MSSM [13] still remains one of the most compelling infrared indications for any new

physics in the ultraviolet. The most important parameter for precision unification is the

Higgsino mass µ. Consistency at the 2 σ level requires µ . 100 TeV [16, 17]. These con-

siderations strongly motivate the study of split supersymmetry [18–21] in the “mini-split”

parameter range, where scalars are beneath 106 TeV [16, 17].

Although neither the observed Higgs mass nor the suggestion of gauge coupling uni-

fication guarantee that superpartners will be experimentally accessible, there are broad

classes of models with light gauginos and higgsinos that give rise to signatures at the LHC

and other experiments. The exploration of these models provides a productive strategy for

beyond the Standard Model searches near the TeV scale. Among these models, perhaps
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the most interesting and predictive are those in which the separation between fermionic

and scalar superpartners can be explained dynamically by one (or two) loop factors:

Mλ̃ ∼
1

16π2
mf̃ , (1.1)

where Mλ̃ is a gaugino mass and mf̃ is a sfermion mass. Such a one-loop hierarchy occurs in

a number of examples. The most popular of these is anomaly mediation [22, 23] + gravity

mediation, where the scalar soft masses are un-sequestered [17, 24–26]. These models

have the virtue of considerable simplicity and predictivity (for other non-gravity mediation

split supersymmetry models, see [27–31]). In this context an observation of the gluino

and/or electroweakinos at the LHC would imply that the MSSM scalars are ∼ 100 TeV —

comfortably within the range suggested by the Higgs mass. Additionally, this mass scale is

low enough that indirect evidence for sfermions may appear in the form of experimentally

accessible dimension-5 and dimension-6 operators, flavor-conserving or otherwise.

In practice, putting scalars a loop factor above the TeV scale does not itself adequately

insulate the Standard Model from flavor-violating effects due to the squark sector [32].

Furthermore, meson oscillations [32], lepton flavor-violating transitions [32], and (in the

presence of new CP-violating phases in the squark mass matrices) electric dipole moment

bounds [32, 33] are in considerable tension with squarks at the 100 TeV scale. This poses

a problem for models with un-sequestered anomaly mediation, which predict O(100 TeV)

anarchic squark masses.

In light of these considerations, it is particularly worthwhile to consider mini-split

models involving gauge mediation where flavor blindness is generically accommodated. It

is well known that gaugino masses can be suppressed in non-minimal models of gauge

mediation. This is clear in the framework of General Gauge Mediation [34, 35] where the

sfermion and gaugino masses result from independent parameters. Light gauginos can arise

for a variety of reasons [36–39]; unsuppressed gaugino masses are more the exception than

the rule. Note also that the particular spectrum in eq. (1.1)1 was achieved in the context of

Yukawa-gauge mediation [40] and semi-direct gauge mediation with chiral messengers [41,

42]. In the former model, the gaugino and sfermion masses may arise at two and three

loops respectively. The latter setup requires an extra gauge group, implying that it is

non-trivial to generate a suitable Higgs potential. Therefore, it remains interesting to

discover alternative models which explain this one-loop suppression as a consequence of a

symmetry argument.

There is another motivation for exploring gauge-mediated mini-split supersymmetric

theories. This is the “µ - bµ preference,” the tendency for calculable models of the Higgs

sector parameters to generate a bµ soft term that is a loop factor larger than the corre-

sponding µ term squared. Usually, bµ ∼ m2
f̃

for viable electroweak symmetry breaking,

suggesting that the Higgsino mass is typically a loop factor lighter than mf̃ . While this is

1Many theories with F/M2 suppression of the leading one-loop gaugino masses accumulate F/M2-

unsuppressed contributions at three loops; if this is the dominant contribution, the gaugino masses are

separated from the sfermions by two loops. This is at the edge of the comfortable range for the Higgs mass,

but such models, e.g. [27, 28, 30], would be interesting to study in their own right.
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a problem for theories with weak-scale sfermions on account of collider limits, in mini-split

theories the entire spectrum shifts to higher scales and the µ - bµ “problem” is recast as

a preference for parametrically light Higgsinos. Heavy sfermions also resolve the challenge

of explaining the Higgs mass in gauge-mediated models [43, 44]. Theories combining the

gauge-mediated preference for loop-suppressed Higgsinos with gaugino masses satisfying

eq. (1.1) are exceptionally predictive targets for the LHC and/or future colliders.

Taking these various motivations (gauge coupling unification, a 125 GeV Higgs mass,

current flavor bounds, the µ - bµ preference, and a desire for observable particles at col-

liders) together, in this work we construct flavor-blind models that yield the loop factor

relationship between mf̃ and Mλ̃. The µ - bµ preference implies that Higgsinos can be in the

same mass range as gauginos. For the sake of specificity, we will include couplings between

the messengers and Higgs doublets to generate Higgs soft parameters as in [45–47]. The

“challenges” of gauge mediation — suppressed gaugino masses and achieving electroweak

symmetry breaking — become features of gauge mediated mini-split.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in § 2 we propose a concrete model

to realize a predictive loop-factor separation between scalar and gaugino masses in gauge

mediation. In § 3 we demonstrate the viability of the model and elucidate its characteristic

features through a numerical study of the spectrum. We discuss generic LHC signatures

of the model and appropriate search strategies in § 4. Finally, in § 5 we conclude.

2 The model

Our goal is to mediate supersymmetry breaking (����SUSY) to the MSSM via the SU(3) ×
SU(2) × U(1) SM gauge interactions such that a loop factor hierarchy between the soft

masses for the gauginos and the scalars is realized dynamically. Schematically, this is

achieved by charging the source of ����SUSY, a spurion superfield X with 〈X〉 = F θ2, under

one or more spurious symmetries which forbid the gaugino mass operator

L ⊃
∫
d2θ

X

M
WαWα (2.1)

where M parametrizes the typical scale of the messengers. If these spurious symmetries

are then broken explicitly by one or more marginal operators, the gaugino mass term in

eq. (2.1) will be generated, but only at higher loop order. Conceptually this setup is

identical to the idea of collective symmetry breaking in little Higgs models [48], see for

instance [49] and references therein. The following subsection will exemplify the collective

breaking mechanism by explicitly computing the gaugino and sfermion masses. Once we

have determined the messenger scale values of the squark, slepton, and gaugino masses,

we will move on to the details of the Higgs sector in § 2.2. This provides a simple and

calculable realization of the µ - bµ preference [45–47].

2.1 Gaugino and sfermion masses

Consider the following model of messenger-spurion interactions, given by a superpotential

W ⊃
(
X + ζ2 S

)
φ̄1 φ2 +Mφ

(
φ̄1 φ1 + φ̄2 φ2

)
, (2.2)
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where the φ
(
φ̄
)

are 5
(
5̄
)

messenger fields, and S a gauge singlet pseudo-modulus, and ζ2

is a spurion for breaking of a global symmetry G2 that is introduced below. Aside from the

gauge symmetry, the non-zero couplings are determined by the trivial R-symmetry and a

global symmetry G1 with charge assignments

G1

[
φ̄1

]
= −G1

[
φ1

]
= −G1

[
X
]

= −G1

[
S
]

= 1 and G1

[
φ2

]
= G1

[
φ̄2

]
= 0. (2.3)

The gaugino masses are not generated at any order in F/M2
φ as a consequence of G1 and

the R-symmetry. Using standard methods [50, 51], the soft spectrum resulting from this

messenger sector can be computed:

Mi = 0; (2.4)

m2
f̃

= 2

3∑
i=1

( αi
4π

)2
Ci
f̃

F 2

M2
φ

, (2.5)

where the index i labels the gauge group and the Ci
f̃

are the appropriate quadratic Casimirs.

Here we assume F � M2
φ such that F/M2

φ suppressed contributions to the scalar masses

are neglected.

Integrating out the φ messengers generates a potential for the pseudo-modulus S,

yielding the effective Kähler potential

Keff ⊃ −
1

32π2

[
ζ2 S X

†

(
2 + log

M2
φ

Λ2

)
+ h.c.+

2

3

∣∣ζ2

∣∣2 ∣∣X∣∣2
M2
φ

∣∣S∣∣2], (2.6)

which stabilizes S at the origin of moduli space. In addition, a vacuum expectation for its

F -component is induced:

FS =
ζ†2

16π2
F, (2.7)

where we have chosen the scheme corresponding to setting Λ = Mφ.

While this model does yield suppressed gaugino masses, it does not yet achieve the

spectrum in eq. (1.1). This can be resolved by coupling another set of 5 - 5̄ messengers to

S as follows

W ⊃
(
ζ1 S +Mχ

)
χ̄ χ. (2.8)

Upon integrating out the χ, the effective superpotential contains the term

Weff ⊃ ζ1
αi
4π

S

Mχ
Wα
i Wi,α , (2.9)

where ζ1 is a spurion for G1 symmetry breaking. In combination with eq. (2.7), this

generates non-zero gaugino masses

Mi =
ζ1 ζ
†
2

16π2

αi
4π

F

Mχ
, (2.10)

yielding the desired relation if Mχ ∼ Mφ. Note that eq. (2.8) will also contribute to

the sfermion masses-squared, but only at four loops; this contribution is neglected in

what follows.
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The features of these results can be understood easily in terms of symmetries. From

eq. (2.8) one can see that ζ1 is a symmetry breaking spurion for G1. In addition, in the

limit where ζ2 = 0, the model posses a second global symmetry G2 with charge assignments

G2

[
φ̄1

]
= −G2

[
φ1

]
= −G2

[
X
]

= 1 and G2

[
φ2

]
= G2

[
φ̄2

]
= G2

[
S
]

= 0, (2.11)

which would also forbid the F/Mφ contribution to the Mi. The gaugino masses can only

be generated if G1 and G2 are broken collectively by the presence of both the spurions ζ1

and ζ2. This in turn implies the presence of the additional loop factor.

Note that a vanishing (or somewhat suppressed) lowest component for X has been

assumed. If 〈X〉 6= 0, the symmetries protecting the gauginos are broken by a relevant

operator and the gaugino masses would again appear at one loop:

Mi ∼
αi
4π

〈X〉
Mφ

F 3

M5
φ

. (2.12)

This expression reduces to that of (extra)ordinary gauge mediation with the appropriate

choice of R-charges if 〈X〉 = Mφ [50] (See also [52]). Finally note that the conventional

wisdom regarding gaugino screening does not apply here, since S is a pseudo-modulus

rather than a heavy messenger [38, 39, 51]. A similar exception to the gaugino screening

theorem exists for chiral messengers [42].

2.2 µ and bµ

The LHC constraints on the gluino of M3 & 1.5 TeV translate into a prediction for the

sfermion masses mf̃ & O(100 TeV). In order to reproduce the Higgs boson mass, we are

naively pushed to tan β . 5 [14, 15]. (The more detailed analysis shown in figure 1 below

demonstrates that the LEP bound on µ and the BBN bound on the gravitino provide

the most stringent lower limits tan β, but the qualitative story is unchanged.) Such small

values of tan β are compatible with electroweak symmetry breaking driven by the bµ term,

with the µ term playing little role. This is readily compatible with bµ � µ2, which is

a generic feature in many simple gauge-mediated models that generate the Higgs soft

parameters [45–47]. As such, there is no µ - bµ problem in this setup.

We can gain some insight into the implications of µ2 � bµ using the tree-level elec-

troweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) conditions.2 In this region of parameter space the

MSSM vacuum stability conditions become

2 bµ . m2
Hu +m2

Hd
; b2µ & m2

Hum
2
Hd
, (2.13)

where bµ is taken to be real and positive, and mHu,d are the Higgs soft-mass squared

parameters. The only way to satisfy both of these conditions is for m2
Hu,d

& 0. This

restriction is important for understanding the details of the parameter space for the Higgs

and stop soft masses [16].

2We will include the 1-loop contribution to the effective potential from the top and stops when computing

example spectra in § 3 below. These contributions are non-trivial in models of split supersymmetry, but

the tree-level EWSB conditions still provide a useful qualitative guide.
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Next we introduce simple Higgs-messenger couplings, such as those found in the “lop-

sided” model of [46, 47], in order to realize a viable (and calculable) Higgs sector.3 We

couple the Higgs doublets Hu,d to another set of messengers χ and an additional heavy

gauge singlet via the superpotential coupling [45–47]

W ⊃
(
X +MN

)
N N̄ +Mχ χ χ̄+ λu N̄ χHu + λdN χ̄Hd, (2.14)

where it is understood that only the doublet component of χ (χ̄) couples to Hu (Hd). The

full model therefore contains only three 5 - 5̄ multiplets, which is well below the bound

from requiring no Landau poles before the GUT scale [54]. Additionally, the model is

automatically free from large CP violation since no new physical phases are introduced.

Integrating out the messengers results in the following threshold corrections to the soft

parameters [47]

µ =
λu λd
16π2

F

MN

x
(
x2 − log

(
x2
)
− 1
)

(x2 − 1)2 −−−−→
x→1

λu λd
32π2

F

MN
; (2.15)

bµ =
λu λd
16π2

(
F

MN

)2 x
(
−x4 + 2x2 log

(
x2
)

+ 1
)

(x2 − 1)3 −−−−→
x→1

−λu λd
48π2

F 2

M2
N

; (2.16)

δm2
Hu,d

=
λ2
u,d

16π2

(
F

MN

)2 x2
(
−2x2 +

(
x2 + 1

)
log
(
x2
)

+ 2
)

(x2 − 1)3 −−−−→
x→1

λ2
u,d

96π2

F 2

M2
N

; (2.17)

au,d =
λ2
u,d

16π2

F

MN

x2
(
−x2 + log

(
x2
)

+ 1
)

(x2 − 1)2 −−−−→
x→1

−
λ2
u,d

32π2

F

MN
, (2.18)

where x ≡MN/Mχ, δm2
Hu,d

is an additive contribution to m2
Hu,d

, au,d are a-terms involving

the up and down type scalars respectively, and the approximation that χ does not couple

to supersymmetry breaking is taken.

The presence of the MN mass term in eq. (2.14) breaks the symmetries in eq. (2.3) and

eq. (2.11). Indeed, eq. (2.14) contributes to the wino and bino masses through two-loop

diagrams involving Hu,d. Any such contribution is necessarily proportional to ∼ λ2
u,d. As

will become clear shortly, |λu,d|2 � 1 in the viable parameter space such that it is generally

safe to neglect these contributions provided that ζ1 ∼ ζ2 ∼ 1.

This completes the details of the model. In the next section we turn to a discussion of

the parameter space. Emphasis is made on the resultant gaugino masses and µ-parameter

since these lead to the near-term observable signatures of this scenario.

3 Results

In this section we will discuss the viability of the spectrum. We will begin with some simple

parametric estimates of various constraints, in order to provide a reliable qualitative guide.

We then present a numerical analysis demonstrating the range of allowed masses. Large

regions of parameter space predict gauginos and Higgsinos that are within the reach of the

LHC and/or future colliders.

3This model may also yield a solution to the µ - bµ for non-split spectra if the hidden sector is strongly

coupled [53].
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3.1 Constraints on the parameter space

As described above, we will be satisfying the EWSB conditions in the regime where

eq. (2.13) holds. Concretely this implies

bµ ∼ m2
Hu,d

=⇒ λu λd ∼
g2

2

16π2
. (3.1)

Although µ and bµ were both generated at one loop, with this assumption they are para-

metrically comparable to the gaugino and sfermion masses, respectively.

Without large gaugino masses, a significant constraint on the parameter space comes

from avoiding prohibitive charge- and color-breaking minima. The fields most likely to

become tachyonic are those that see the large top Yukawa coupling, namely Hu, t̃L, and

t̃R. If there is any substantial mass hierarchy between these fields, renormalization group

contributions proportional to the top Yukawa drive the smallest of the three masses negative

even with a short amount of running since the countervailing contributions from gaugino

masses are negligible. We must therefore avoid any large hierarchy between the soft masses

and as a result tend to live close to the UV fixed point of the renormalization group

equations (RGE). In other words, a consistent spectrum favors

λ2
u ∼

g2
3

16π2
, (3.2)

where we have assumed the contribution given in eq. (2.17) dominates the Higgs soft

masses. Using eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), we therefore expect |λd|/|λu| ∼ g2/g3. We will verify

numerically in § 3.2 that mHu ' mt̃1,2
to very good approximation and |λd| . |λu| in the

viable parameter space.

When eq. (3.2) holds, the high-scale contribution to the a-terms given in eq. (2.18) is

also effectively a two-loop contribution:

au,d ∼ −
g2
s

(16π2)2

F

M
� √mt̃1

mt̃2
(3.3)

and is therefore of little importance for the mass spectrum. Furthermore, since the gaugino

masses are small, the a-terms will not be regenerated by RG evolution. To good approxi-

mation we can use the results of [14, 15] which assume zero a-terms for our determination

of the Higgs mass.

There is a final important RGE effect that we need to consider. Since m2
Hu
6= m2

Hd

at the messenger scale, there are potentially large contributions to the soft masses from

the hypercharge D-terms in the RGEs. Depending on the relationship between m2
Hu

and

m2
Hd

, this contribution can drive either the right-handed selectron soft mass-squared or the

left-handed slepton doublet soft mass-squared to negative values. All of these constraints

will be satisfied for the spectra we will present in the next section.

3.2 The spectrum

The previous discussion has been largely qualitative. This section will demonstrate that

once the tuning required to reproduce the weak scale has been performed, a typical pa-

rameter choice will yield (i) stable electroweak symmetry breaking with v = 246 GeV, (ii)

– 7 –
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a Standard Model-like Higgs boson near 125 GeV, (iii) gauginos that are accessible at the

LHC or future colliders, (iv) µ in the range of hundreds of GeV to well beyond a TeV, (v)

and a gravitino LSP (with mass m3/2). We will ensure µ < 100 TeV so that the MSSM

gauge couplings unify [16, 17].

In order to evolve spectra at the scale M down to the weak scale, we use one-loop

RGEs for the soft parameters and two-loop RGEs for the gauge couplings [55, 56]. We

evaluate the electroweak symmetry breaking conditions at the geometric mean of the phys-

ical stop masses. Below this scale we decouple the heavy scalars with a step function. The

gaugino masses and µ are evolved to the weak scale using the RGEs appropriate to split

supersymmetry [20]. We numerically solve for λu,d by requiring that the minimum of the

potential reproduces the correct vacuum for a given choice of tan β. For this purpose we

include the one-loop Coleman-Weinberg contribution from the top and stops.

A priori, the free parameters of the model are

F, Mφ Mχ, MN , ζ1, ζ2, λu, and λd. (3.4)

Many choices of these parameters however lead to the same qualitative physics in the IR.

In particular, the masses of the gauginos relative to the sfermions are controlled by the

combination
Mi

mf̃

∼
Mφ

Mχ

ζ1 ζ2

16π2
. (3.5)

Since the spectrum is only sensitive to the combination ζ1 ζ2, we can define ζ ≡ ζ1 = ζ2

without loss of generality. For concreteness, we further choose

M ≡Mφ = Mχ = MN = 104 ×ms. (3.6)

where ms = √mQ̃3
mŨ3

is the geometric mean of the stop soft masses. This ensures that

F/M2 ∼ 10−2, such that the approximations taken in § 2 are justified. Since λu,d are solved

for using the EWSB conditions, the remaining independent parameters can be chosen as

ms, tanβ, and ζ, (3.7)

where the coupling ζ determines the overall mass scale of the gauginos. Since the gauginos

are parametrically lighter than the scalars, their masses do not significantly affect the

rest of the spectrum for ζ ∼ 1. ζ therefore effectively factorizes from the remaining two

parameters.

In table 1 we give two examples of input parameters and the resultant spectrum.

These cases satisfy all of the criteria enumerated above. For both cases, the gauginos are

accessible at the LHC. In the first case µ will be important for determining the composition

of the neutralino and charginos while in the second case µ is essentially decoupled. This

will imply different characteristic signatures at colliders as described below in § 4.

In figure 1 we show contours of µ as a function of ms and tanβ. Here we choose

ζ = 1 for concreteness, however we stress once again that the Higgsino mass is in practice

independent of this choice. The dashed lines indicate mh as obtained with the susyHD

code [15], where we allow for the range 123 GeV < mh < 127 GeV to approximately

– 8 –
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Input parameters

example ms tanβ ζ F/M F/M2 λu λd

small µ 2.3× 105 2.4 1 4.2× 107 0.017 0.091 -0.022

large µ 8.8× 105 2. 1/2 1.7× 108 0.017 0.086 -0.028

Output spectrum

example M1 M2 M3 µ
√
mt̃1

mt̃2

√
mQ1,2mU1,2 mh m3/2

small µ 380 700 2040 -290 2.4× 105 2.6× 105 126 0.025

large µ 400 770 2180 -1380 8.7× 105 9.9× 105 126 0.41

Table 1. Example input parameters and the resulting output spectrum for our model. All dimen-

sionful quantities are in units of GeV. In both cases, the gluino should be accessible at the 13 TeV

LHC. We present an example with “small” (“large”) µ where the LSP would have a large (small)

Higgsino component. The Higgs mass was computed with susyHD [15].

account for the theoretical uncertainties. This calculation was chosen since it is tailored to

mini-split scenarios. We check that this is qualitatively similar to the result by Giudice et

al. [14].

In the limit of zero error bars on the Higgs mass, our choice of tan β then uniquely

determines the stop masses, up to theoretical uncertainties. This in turn fixes the effective

supersymmetry breaking scale F/M , and thus the rest of the scalar soft masses-squared.

Moreover the bµ term and a-terms (which are suppressed, giving them negligible impact

as discussed above) are fixed by requiring viable electroweak symmetry breaking given the

constraints imposed in eqs. (2.15) through (2.18).

Finally we discuss a number of additional constraints on the parameter space. For

high ms, the Higgsino is heavier than 100 TeV, which is too heavy to allow for satisfactory

gauge coupling unification [16]. This is denoted by the green shaded region in the figure.

On the low ms end of the spectrum, there is the bound from LEP2 on the mass of the

lightest chargino [57], as indicated by the blue shaded region. For some choices of ζ, LHC

constraints on the wino and/or gluino can also be relevant. We will discuss those in the

next section.

Finally, since the gravitino is the NLSP, there are important constraints from cos-

mology. The most robust constraint results from the need for late decays of the NLSP

to the gravitino plus a γ, Z0, or h to not spoil big bang nucleosynthesis. If the NLSP

is Higgsino-like, there will be a significant branching ratio to hadronic final states which

could dissociate light nuclei. As a conservative bound, we therefore require the lifetime of

the NLSP to be less than one second. This will ensure that the NLSP has decayed before

the start of BBN. (If the NLSP primarily decays into photons, this bound may be relaxed

significantly.) The resulting constraint is shown by the red shaded region in the upper left

corner of figure 1.

Moreover the requirement that the gravitino does not overclose the Universe places a

strong upper bound on the reheating temperature after inflation [58, 59]. In particular,
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Figure 1. Shown here are contours of the µ-parameter in GeV in the tan β versus ms (or equiva-

lently m3/2) plane. The blue shaded is excluded by the LEP bound on the chargino, the red region

is excluded by BBN and in the green region gauge coupling unification is lost. The solid and dashed

lines respectively indicate the band in which mh = 125 GeV can be achieved using susyHD. To make

this plot we set ζ = 1; varying this parameter in a reasonable range has a small impact on this

result. For ζ = 1, and ms = 2×105 GeV, the corresponding gluino mass would be M3 ' 2000 GeV.

Up to small RGE corrections, the gluino mass can then be inferred for any other point in the plot

using eq. (3.5), specifically Mi ∝ ζ2ms.

the Universe must reheat below the scalar masses, and even in this case the gravitino

abundance places a strong constraint on the gluino mass [60]. If the reheating temperature

is above the gluino mass but below the scalar masses, the gluino should be . 10 TeV. Given

that 10 TeV gluino masses is well within the reach of a future 100 TeV collider [61–63], this

model results in interesting prospects for the LHC and beyond.

4 Collider implications

In this section we will briefly discuss some implications for the LHC and/or future colliders.

As we demonstrated in § 3.2, gauginos, and in particular the gluino, should be light enough

to be observable for a wide region of parameter space. Since the messengers couple in an

SU(5) invariant way to ����SUSY, the gaugino masses unify, implying

M1 : M2 : M3 ' 1 : 2 : 6 (4.1)

at the weak scale. This can of course be relaxed easily in more general models, see for

instance [34, 35, 50]. However, if we take these ratios seriously, it follows that an accessible

gluino implies an accessible wino and bino. The Higgsino may also be light, although this
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is not necessary, see for instance second benchmark point in table 1. In our simple model

the NLSP is therefore always a bino or Higgsino-like neutralino.

Since the gravitino LSP is heavier than ∼ 10 MeV, the NLSP is stable on detector

length scales. The traditional chargino searches for pairs of Z0/W±/h + missing energy

provide the strongest constraints on this part of the spectrum. If the production cross

section is primarily supplied by direct production of the chargino/neutralino pair, the

bound on the wino is currently in the 400-450 GeV range [64].

If the gluino is accessible, it will decay to the wino, bino or Higgsino through an off-shell

squark. The lifetime is approximately given by

c τ ∼ 1 cm

(
106 GeV

mq̃

)4(
M3

103 GeV

)5

, (4.2)

where [65] provides a careful calculation including radiative effects. An LHC-accessible

gluino then typically decays promptly for mq̃ . 106 GeV, but for the larger values of ms in

figure 1, the gluino could decay displaced or even be stopped in the detector. The latter two

cases can yield an especially spectacular, although experimentally challenging signature.4

On the other hand, if the decay is prompt, the gluino branching ratios are sensitive

to the flavor texture of the squark mass matrices. Optimistically, it should be feasible to

distinguish gauge mediation from other, flavor-generic versions of mini-split. Concretely, in

the absence of RGE effects, gauge mediation dictates that all the squarks are degenerate;

the identity of q would be democratic between all flavors of quark. However, since there

are several orders of magnitude separating the messenger scale from ms, RGE effects on

the squark spectrum need to be considered. As a result, the stop masses are subject to

a 10–20% suppression with respect to the soft masses of the other squarks. This results

in a tree-level branching ratio to top and bottom quarks between roughly 40% and 50%

although these branching ratios can slightly shift once radiative corrections are accounted

for [65, 68]. Either way, an order-one fraction of gluino pair production events will yield four

tops and missing energy, and should be relatively straightforward to discover at colliders.

Moreover the branching ratio to tops and bottoms will further increase if the messenger

scale is increased. However in this case the gravitino mass also increases, which strengthens

the BBN bound in figure 1. As this implies higher values of ms, the gluino is then more

likely to manifest displaced decays.

Clearly if this model were realized in nature, a rich collider program would unfold

at the 13 TeV LHC and/or a future proton machine. In particular, the entire parameter

space that is consistent with cosmological constraints with mg̃ . 10 TeV (when the reheat

temperature is above the gluino mass) should be probeable with the data from a 100 TeV

collider [61–63].

5 Conclusions

In the paper we have introduced a model of gauge mediation with gaugino masses that are

parametrically a loop factor below the scalar masses as the result of collective symmetry

4See [66] for a recent reinterpretation of the CMS displaced dijet search [67] in terms of the mini-split

parameter space.
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breaking. This is relevant for models of mini-split supersymmetry that reproduce the

observed Standard Model-like Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV while leading to gauginos that

are observable at the LHC and/or a future 100 TeV collider. Since it relies on gauge

interactions to mediate ����SUSY to the MSSM, this model does not suffer any of the flavor

problems of the gravity + anomaly mediated models which have been rejuvenated in light

of the Higgs boson discovery.

We explored the parameter space of this example model and demonstrated that it

is possible to achieve viable electroweak symmetry breaking, observable gauginos, and µ

ranging from hundreds of GeV to many TeV. We then discussed some rough expectations

for the collider signatures.

Many models of gauge mediation can have suppressed gaugino masses. However, these

models tend to suffer from the µ − bµ problem. Furthermore, while these models can in

principle accommodate gauginos that are observable at the LHC and/or future colliders,

they do not parametrically favor this scenario. On the other hand, the model presented

here accommodates a fully calculable and simple Higgs sector (given one fine-tuning to

reproduce mZ) and results in observable predictions for a wide range of parameters. In

the event that a gluino is discovered at the LHC (but the squarks are nowhere to be seen),

correlating careful measurements of the branching ratios and possible displacement with

the signature space of mini-split models will lead to deeper insights into the nature of

����SUSY and its mediation.
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